ART EXHIBIT TO BE SOON

COACH PRIMES MEN FOR ILLINI

Track Team Scheduled For Dual Meet at Urbana

TEAM HOCKEY TO PRESENT PRIZES

HOCKEY TEAM TO PRESENT PRIZES

COACHED BY F. M. REED

Track Coach George T. Brownson is printing his first for the season, the indoor meet with Illinois, which will be held at the University of Illinois on Friday, March 25.

As aid workers the training squad in the basement of the gymnasium has been busy with the equipment, and girls have been made for broad jumps and pole vaults.

Benjamin West, eldest of the sixteenth-century painters and the only American ever president of the Royal Academy in England, will have some pictures in the exhibition of New York, which will be among those shown. Gilbert Stuart, famous for his portrait of Washington, which is now kept in the Boston museum, will have another of his works exhibited there.

"This is the first time it has been possible to show some of the pioneer artists without visiting the greatest American city, and I am grateful to Mr. Weller when speaking of this exhibition, which is considered very interesting and valuable exhibit ever shown in Iowa City." The pictures will be for sale. The first sale, which will be opened June 1, will offer the only works of the late Benjamin West, which will be brought to Iowa from the New York art association. These pictures will be for sale. The pictures will be for sale. The first sale, which will be opened June 1, will offer the only works of the late Benjamin West, which will be brought to Iowa from the New York art association.

HAWKES TO BE ON TIME

Representative Women to Be Selected for Group, as Best Meet Exemplifies Women's Athletics

"Type the first two hundred and fifty pages of the 1922 Hawk has been selected by Charles Knebel, head of the book, and the book will be out on time."

"State representatives of women's athletics will be finished tomorrow, according to the announced plans, and each member of the class will be prepared to take in the life of liberal arts and social studies, and a complete set of fraternity and sorority houses and of all campus buildings and the Quadrangle, Book said.

CLARENCE, DIAMONDES, ALLIGATORS, ENDS

BRED JERSEY IN HIS GALVANIZED TUB

The students of the sociology men's laboratory are unusually quiet and so far as a rule, they are not interested in the wise, the object on which they lavish their time is leisure, and the only moment they can be discovered is on the women's side, where they are usually ready for a meeting or class.

Clarence deal alone with his godson at the time, and it was discovered Thursday evening, February 3, at 7:15 a.m. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. D. Vedova A3 of Red Lodge, Montana.
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The second sales campaign will be opened next week, according to Miss Ashton is working in the mile. At that time he was twelve months old. He has been a model for painting casts since then.

He is a boy of great promise, and the book will be out on May 2.
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...That great effort, sustained for statistical days, when alone in my cell, where one could only count the empty cars and sip the iced tea in the intervals of my life.

Pages of history and of literature are cut off course of the story. Examples of the part that construction plays in the glittering results which are called "success" occur even in the routine of class work and regulation. Enthusiasm, by the way, is a necessary condition, to try something perhaps with the idea of doing it right. It is a self-suggestion which, one reads in a current newspaper the story of a woman who, on all the women who started out with some success, gave up at the first try. Perhaps a change of pattern is an advantage. And it may be a successful human experiment. Remember, too, that coaches are man and like all of us have their faults. In short, Mme. Helene Blattner G of Iowa City, Professor of Zoology, has landed in the Ingersoll's, or a Prix de Rome.

A grand prize of Rome given to France's best students in the section of architecture. The French medallist, has landed in the Ingersoll's, or a Prix de Rome.

It must be remembered that athletics have developed and which fail to work are dismissed by the lawyer in sitting term.

...it was a boat to cross the Atlantic.

It is more pleasant to win than to lose, that is true, but students should remember that the art of being talented is a noble virtue. They should remember that coaches are man and like all of us have their faults. In short, Mme. Helene Blattner G of Iowa City, Professor of Zoology, has landed in the Ingersoll's, or a Prix de Rome.

500 Iowa City persons have been invited to the China tea which will be given on Monday, February 16th, at the home of Dr. and Mrs. H. Y. Moffett, and that of Mr. E. J. McCombs, the latter of whom is secretary of the Y. W. C. A. in Iowa City. Berenice A. Nillman Blattner G of Davenport, Florence M. Blattner G of Davenport, Olive U. Tjossum A3 of Burlington, Paulina Arland Woodward A of Waterloo, Mrs. A. F. Bauschow A of Iowa City, Grace Murdock N of Iowa City, Theodora Bauschow A of Des Moines, Lela Reed A of Paulina, Evan Rose C of Grinnell, Gretchen Wiltse and Melba Harris.

The Alpha Tau Beta sorority has moved to their new hall at 306 Chouest street. Mrs. Laura Lee Grav., Mr. Stagg's sister, will be their dispenser.

The Alpha Tau Beta sorority was established at Iowa City in 1914. Authorities say that it is one of the largest sororities in the country.

Invitations were sent out today to approximately 1200 Iowa City girls to visit the China tea which will be given Tuesday night from 7 to 8 p.m. at the home of Dr. and Mrs. H. Y. Moffett. It is for the second time that the Alpha Tau Beta sorority has entertained Iowa City girls.
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In coming to the public try one of the movies next thursday or through college per cent of the mat. at Grinnell women, other campus worked an as...

Forest E. Ensign will chaperon. This party will have some unique features and will be in the form of a benefit for some work being done on the island of Antigua in the British West Indies.

Presbyterian Social The Presbyterian church will give a social this evening at 6 o'clock at the Presbyterian church.

Pledge Announced Each club announces the pledge of Myrtle Morrow All at Washington.

Suphamore Deed Married Earl M. Eaton III of Cedar Rapids and Ellen Davern of Akron were married January 31 by Rev. C. E. Ellis. Earl Eaton will continue his work in the dental college.

Kerland-Sweeney Wedding John Sweeney '20 of Waukon and Miss Agnes Kolar of Cedar Rapids were married February 1 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. G. N. Kranzler in Canton, a suburb of Chicago. The double ring ceremony was performed under an arch of palms. The bride is a native of Wisconsin that February is going to be a dull month?"
Inter-fraternity basketball schedule for both the north and south ends of the city has been completed and the championship race will begin at 7 o'clock next Monday night with the meeting of the Sigma Xi and Phi Delta Theta, and the Delta Tau Delta and Phi Kappa Psi at the west gymnasium.

Other games are Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Phi Sig Chi at 7 p.m. Feb. 19, and Beta Theta Pi vs. Kappa Sigma.

Alphas Ute Omega vs. Delta Tau Delta at 1:30 p.m. Feb. 21. Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Phi Delta Theta and Phi Kappa Psi vs. Kappa Sigma at 7 p.m. Feb. 14. Sigma Xi vs. Sigma Chi and Beta Theta Psi at Delta Tau Delta at 7 p.m. Feb. 16.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Sigma Nu and Alpha Tau Omega vs. Beta Theta Pi at 7 p.m. Feb. 20; Alpha Ute Omega vs. Phi Kappa Psi on February 28, probably at 1:30 p.m.

Kappa Sigma vs. Delta Tau Delta and Sigma Chi vs. Phi Delta Theta at 7 p.m. Feb. 28. Beta Theta Pi vs. Phi Kappa Psi at 1 p.m. March 3. Alpha Ute Omega vs. Kappa Sigma at 1:00 p.m. March 5.

R. O. T. C. MENS TO RECEIVE HONORS AT CONVOCATION

(Continued from page 1)

transport corps.

Larsen, W. Dill All of Iowa City; Robert D. Mott All of Iowa City, William A. Crum All of Kellerton, and William G. Wood all of Yutan to be promoted lieutenants of the motor transport corps.

Charles C. Grew All of Richland Center; Donald M. Maggister III of DeWitt, Everett R. Kinsella All of St. Charles, Leon Watt Patrick III of Iowa City, George F. Marshall All of Stanley, Howard G. Anderson All of Edminster, Howard E. Bitts All of Cedar Rapids, George E. Frazier All of Ottumwa, and Howard C. Stack of Grinnell to be second lieutenants of motor transport corps.

FRATERNITY BASKET BALL CHAMPIONSHIP RACE OPENS FEB. 7

The championship race will begin at 7 o'clock next Monday night with the meeting of the Sigma Xi and Phi Delta Theta, and the Delta Tau Delta and Phi Kappa Psi at the west gymnasium. Other games are Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Phi Sig Chi at 7 p.m. Feb. 19, and Beta Theta Pi vs. Kappa Sigma.

Alphas Ute Omega vs. Delta Tau Delta at 1:30 p.m. Feb. 21. Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Phi Delta Theta and Phi Kappa Psi vs. Kappa Sigma at 7 p.m. Feb. 14. Sigma Xi vs. Sigma Chi and Beta Theta Psi at Delta Tau Delta at 7 p.m. Feb. 16.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Sigma Nu and Alpha Tau Omega vs. Beta Theta Pi at 7 p.m. Feb. 20; Alpha Ute Omega vs. Phi Kappa Psi on February 28, probably at 1:30 p.m.

Kappa Sigma vs. Delta Tau Delta and Sigma Chi vs. Phi Delta Theta at 7 p.m. Feb. 28. Beta Theta Pi vs. Phi Kappa Psi at 1 p.m. March 3. Alpha Ute Omega vs. Kappa Sigma at 1:00 p.m. March 5.

SATURDAY EVENING

FEBRUARY 5

Dancing 8:30-11:45

VARSIITY DANCE

Co. "A" Armory

VARSIETY ORCHESTRA

SCHEDULE

Theatre

Theatre

SHOES

The Great Shoe Reduction SALE

IS NOW GOING ON

Young Men! Take Notice!

YOU CAN BUY A FINE QUALITY SHOE AT LESS THAN PRESENT MARKET COSTS.

HIGH-GRADE SHOES MANUFACTURED FOR US BY CROSSETTE CO. AND NELLETON & CO., ALSO OTHER GOOD MAKES.

A GREAT MANY LOTS SELL AS LOW AS

1-3 and 1-2 PRICE

Bremers

GOLDEN EAGLE

FASHION PARK CLOTHIERS

IOWA CITY, IOWA

1-3 and 1-2 PRICE

SATURDAY EVENING

FEBRUARY 5

Dancing 8:30-11:45

27c and 50c; Night 8:15

50c, 75c and $1.00

SUNDOWN SLIM

Coming Sunday

A big feature picture

"THE DEVIL'S PASS KEY"

Also 2 reel comedy

"DINTY"

SPEED! Action like a streak o' lightning!

HUMOR—THRILL—DRAMA—PATHOS—ROMANCE

Try to attend matinees—No advance in prices for this fine picture—Continuous shows on Saturday and Sunday.